SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT

VERTICAL LIFT ARM CHAIN CONVEYOR NO: 202

THE APPLICATION: Lift product up and into shipment rack

THE PRODUCT: Vertical Lift Arm Chain Conveyor

THE INDUSTRY: Textile Fabrication

THE NEED: A Textile Fabricator needed an economic solution that utilized a small footprint to lift and load packaged rolls into a shipping rack. A fork truck operator would wait and load each roll into shipping racks as they reached the end of the conveyor line.

THE SOLUTION: Omni Metalcraft Corp. provided a custom Vertical Lift Arm Chain Conveyor that automatically loaded the shipping rack with the packaged rolls. A right and left hand Vertical Lift Arm Chain Conveyor was provided for each side of the tilting belt conveyor allowing two shipping racks to be filled simultaneously.

- Torque limiter for safety overflow
- Lift arm built to product specifications
- Heavy duty lift chain
- Lift arms designed to accommodate for roll size variance
- Small footprint for limited space
- Control packages can be provided for custom applications